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CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY
I. Identification of Conflict of Interest
Despite the fact that it is not feasible to produce an in-depth list of all significant conflicts of
interest circumstances that may occur, in accordance with the existing environment, balance and
involvedness of the Company’s industry, the following list comprises the many relevant situations which set up or may perhaps compromise a conflict of interest incidents necessitating a
measurable risk of loss to the interests of one or more Clients, including, but not limited to:
• The potential use or distribution of private information copied from the Brokerage Department
or other corporate components of BWorld.
• The concern of essential external and internal publics, stockholders, directors or managers of
the Company.
• An interest in the capitalization of the Company’s trading volumes in order to upsurge its charge
income, which is erratic with the Client’s own goal of reducing operational charges.
• The gratuitous edifice of both publics which may perhaps rooted from the Customers’ trading
volumes.
• The compensation of third parties where the interest of the Client clashes with the interest of
the intermediary. To add further, the previously stated situations which can start or may lead to
a conflict of interest are not irrefutable. For it to be conclusive, the Company will unequivocally
investigate and evaluate further on each of the mentioned situations on an individual basis and
take on an extra due diligence measures in order to have a compact proof that the ongoing case
establishes a conflict of interest, accordingly to the requirement to act consequently.
• Operative actions would be applied to avoid or manage the interchange of data amongst appropriate persons involved in activities concerning a risk of a conflict of interest where the altercation of that information may damage the interests of one or more Clienteles.
• The single management of applicable individuals whose major responsibilities consist of sending out undertakings in the best interests of the clients whose securities may conflict, or who
have characterize different interests that may clash, counting those of the Establishment.
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• The exclusion of several direct links between the payment of applicable individuals predominantly betrothed in one activity and the payment of, or proceeds produced by different relevant
persons, mainly involved in another movement, where a conflict of interest may occur relative
to those undertakings.
• Measures to inhibit or limit any person from exercising inappropriate influence over the way in
which a relevant person carries out investment or ancillary services or activities.
• An identification policy abounding the distribution of trusted or confidential information inside
the Company.
• High walls limiting the movement of private and confidential information within the Company,
and corporeal split-up of divisions.
• Measures leading the admission to automated data.
• Banning of outside corporate interests contradictory with our interests as far as the Company’s constables and employees are concerned, except if the Board of Directors authorization is
delivered.
• A policy intended to bind the conflict of interest ascending from the offering and reception of
incentives.
• Selection of Internal inspection or to guarantee that right structures and controls are upheld
and testify to the Company’s Board of Directors.
• The Company correspondingly instigates ongoing observance of business events to guarantee
that core controls are fitting.

